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This company is in business for processing metal. It has 

capacity which make possible producing different kind 

metal with and without moving lethes. 

This factory possesses more then thirty machines for the 

universal and special purpose. 

It is possible to work very fast on these machines the most 

complex technological operations with high quality: the 

process of rolling and wrought products with length of 6000 

mm and 1000 mm diametar as well as casting of steel and 

non-ferous metal specialy aluminium.



The dominent structure product are: the steel 
constructions, the machines and buildings locksmith for 
different purposes such as maintenance technology 
equipment for the important economy capacity in our 
surrounding and in the building constructions. 

Besides that, the company is wel known for producing 
power-line poles, the equipment for transport and the 
public utility and ecology.



In the last time we pay attention on producing the 

equipment of stainless-steel for milk industry and the 

industry for producing helaty food. 

It concerns on the machines for cooling uncooked milk. 

The orintation is on the processing specific parts for heating 

technique, which in the case of dividing warm water have 

the application in energetics and in the industrial 

production.



The company is situated in the industrial zone of Niksic. 

It is next to the essential traffic. It has a modern covered 
space of 1000 m2 4000 m2 open warwhause space and 
drive way of 1500 m2. 

The guarantee for this prosperous company and its further 
reputation here and out of this area are: the permanent 
producing development, need for the new manpower, 
trade's oriented management as well as the capable people 
who work in METALIK d.o.o.



METALIK d.o.o. has next production equipment:

Mchinery for cutting and prepearing materals

Machinery for metal forming

Equipment for welding, surfacing and bonding

Machinery for forming by remove lethes

Machinery for grinding



Thank you for your attention!


